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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM HAVING A 
LOCAL AREANETWORKADAPTER FOR 
SELECTIVELY DELETING INFORMATION 

AND METHOD THEREFOR 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates in general to local area 
network adapters, and in particular, to local area network 
adapters which receive cyclic redundancy check (CRC) 
data. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

In modern computing environments, computer Systems 
are often interconnected using local area networks, also 
referred to as LANs. LANs allow computer-to-computer and 
processor-to-processor communications. In many 
environments, this networking concept is extended So that 
multiple LANs are networked together through the use of 
intermediate nodes or gateways. Inherent in the communi 
cation between computers or data processing Systems is a 
protocol which transferS data and control information nec 
essary for proper communication of the Systems. When this 
communication protocol is utilized, the information is trans 
ferred in packets, or frames. Within these packets or frames, 
communications-related control information and data values 
are typically transmitted. 
The data information is the actual data that one device is 

communicating to another over the LAN. The control infor 
mation is the information required by the communications 
protocol to Send the packet over the network from one 
computing System to another. Such control information is 
usually one of a “header” or a “trailer of a packet. Control 
information in the header is generally interpreted by a 
communications protocol processor before the packet is 
passed on to a receiving application. Control information 
typically included in the header of a packet includes infor 
mation Such as a Source address, a destination address and 
routing information. Furthermore, control information in a 
trailer of a packet generally includes cyclic redundancy 
checking (CRC) information. Typically, a transmitting data 
processing System sends a packet of data information and 
then appends to it an appropriate computed CRC value. At 
the receiving data processing System, a receiving node will 
calculate its own CRC value and compare its CRC value 
with the CRC value received from the data transmitting 
system. When the two are different, this indicates that an 
error occurred during transmission of the data packet. 

While this protocol is typically used by most data pro 
cessing applications, this protocol also limits the perfor 
mance which may be achieved by a system. The use of the 
CRC value typically requires at least the final four bytes of 
a packet, or frame, to be used to provide a CRC value. In a 
communications environment which has been developed 
and utilized extensively, every Savings and performance 
improvement is necessary and Significant. Therefore, the 
requirement that the final four bytes of a frame always be 
used for providing a CRC value may prove to be a necessary 
evil. 

Therefore, a need exists for a communication System 
which provides for improvements in a communication SyS 
tem involving a LAN, while Still maintaining the error 
checking capability of the CRC value. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The previously mentioned needs are fulfilled with the 
present invention. Accordingly, there is provided, in a first 
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2 
form, a local area network adapter. The local area network 
adapter includes an input circuit for receiving a first plurality 
of information values and an output circuit for Selectively 
transferring the first plurality of information values. The 
local area network adapter also includes a configuration 
register for Storing a configuration value. The configuration 
value is used to Selectively enable the output circuit to 
transfer a portion of the first plurality of information values 
when the configuration value is in a first logic State. 

Additionally, there is provided, in a Second form, a 
method of operating a local area network adapter. The 
method includes the Steps of receiving a first plurality of 
information values and Storing a configuration value in a 
register. The method also includes the Step of Selectively 
enabling an output circuit to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values when the configuration value 
is in a first logic State. 

Furthermore, there is provided, in a third form, a com 
munication System. The communication System includes a 
first local area network adapter. The first local area network 
adapter includes an input circuit for receiving a first plurality 
of information values and an output circuit for Selectively 
transferring a Second plurality of information values. The 
first local area network adapter also includes a first configu 
ration register for Storing a first configuration value. The first 
configuration value enables the output circuit to transfer a 
portion of the first plurality of information values as the 
Second plurality of information values when the first con 
figuration value is in a first logic State. The communication 
System also includes a memory connected to the output 
circuit for Storing the Second plurality of information values. 

There is also provided, in a fourth form, a method of 
operating a communication System. The method includes the 
Steps of receiving a first plurality of information values in a 
first local area network adapter and Storing a first configu 
ration value in a first configuration register in the first local 
area network adapter. The method also includes the Steps of 
enabling an output circuit to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values as the Second plurality of 
information values when the first configuration value is in a 
first bit logic State and a step of Storing the Second plurality 
of information values in a memory. 

These and other features, and advantages, will be more 
clearly understood from the following detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. It is 
important to note the drawings are not intended to represent 
the only form of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is now 
made to the following descriptions taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, a communica 
tion System in accordance with one embodiment to the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates, in block diagram form, a communica 
tion System in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention; and 

FIG. 3 illustrates, in flow chart form, a state machine in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention implements a LAN adapter which 
selectively excludes the four bytes of a CRC value appended 
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to the end of a frame's information field through the use of 
a configuration bit in a register. By programming this 
configuration bit to have a specific logic value, the four 
bytes of the CRC value may be selectively copied, together 
with the data in a frame, into a destination computer 
System's main memory. Additionally, regardless of the Set 
ting of this configuration bit, the four-bytes of the CRC value 
will always be used to check the integrity of data in the 
frame. The configuration bit only affects whether the four 
bytes of the CRC value will be transferred as part of the 
frame after the CRC check operation has been performed. A 
more detailed description of operation of the present inven 
tion will subsequently be provided. 

In the following description, numerous Specific details are 
Set forth Such as Specific word or byte lengths, etc. to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, 
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that the present 
invention may be practiced without Such specific details. In 
other instances, well-known circuits have been shown in 
block diagram form in order not to obscure the present 
invention in unnecessary detail. For the most part, details 
concerning timing considerations and the like have been 
omitted inasmuch as Such details are not necessary to obtain 
a complete understanding of the present invention and are 
within the skills of persons of ordinary skill in the relevant 
art. 

Refer now to the drawings wherein depicted elements are 
not necessarily shown to Scale and wherein like or similar 
elements are designated by the same reference numeral 
through the Several views. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a System environment in accordance 
with one embodiment to the present invention. The follow 
ing discussion will provide a general Overview of operation 
of the System environment in which the present invention is 
implemented. Therefore, the following example will provide 
a step by Step description of operation which illustrates a 
relationship between LAN 10 and LAN 44 when computer 
workstation 38 transmits a frame of information to computer 
workstation 42. 

During operation, main processor 16 in computer work 
Station 38 creates a frame of information in its main memory 
18. This frame of information is to be transmitted to com 
puter WorkStation 42. AS created, the frame of information 
includes a header and an information field, but no CRC 
value. Main processor 16 signals LAN adapter 12 to enable 
the transmission of the frame of information onto LAN 10. 
Additionally, main processor 16 Signals LAN adapter 12 to 
generate and append a valid CRC value to the end of the 
frame of information. 
LAN adapter 20, in computer 40, recognizes that the 

destination of the frame is on LAN 44. Therefore, computer 
40 copies the frame of information into its main memory 28. 
LAN adapter 20 uses a CRC value at the end of the frame 
to check the integrity of the frame data. In addition, its 
“Receive CRC Configuration Bit” (not illustrated in FIG. 1) 
is set to enable the frame data, along with the CRC value, to 
be copied into main memory 28. It is the use and imple 
mentation of the Receive CRC Configuration Bit that is the 
Subject of the present invention. 
Upon receiving the frame, main processor 26 of computer 

40 enables LAN adapter 22 to transmit the frame onto LAN 
44, while re-using the CRC value that is already appended 
to the end of the frame. No new CRC value is generated by 
computer 40. Stated another way, the CRC value used on 
LAN 20 is passed to LAN 44. 
LAN adapter 30 in computer workstation 42 recognizes 

that the frame of information is addressed to it and copies the 
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4 
frame of information into main memory 36. LAN adapter 30 
uses a CRC value at the end of the frame to check the 
integrity of the frame data. However, assume that in this case 
the Receive CRC Configuration Bit within LAN adapter 30 
is set to cause only the frame data, without the CRC value, 
to be copied into main memory 36. Thus, as the CRC value 
is four bytes long, by setting the Receive CRC Configuration 
Bit to cause only the frame data, and not the CRC value, to 
be copied into main memory 36, four bytes of data Space 
may be saved within main memory 36. 

In conclusion, computer 40 copies the CRC value into 
main memory (28), so that computer 40 may retransmit the 
frame with its original CRC value. However, the receiving 
computer workstation (42) does not need the CRC value 
copied into its main memory (36), because it does not have 
to forward the frame to another LAN and the local LAN 
adapter has already used the CRC to check the frame data 
before it was copied into its main memory. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a communication System which imple 
ments one embodiment of the present invention in greater 
detail. Communication system 100 of FIG. 2 comprises a 
network 102, a local area network (LAN) adapter 104, a host 
bridge logic circuit 120, a main processor 122, and a main 
memory 124. LAN adapter 104 comprises a receive logic 
circuit 128, a transmit logic and CRC generator circuit 108, 
and a bus interface logic circuit 106. Receive logic 128 
comprises a receive data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116, 
a receive FIFO (first in first out) write state machine 114, a 
receive data FIFO 118, and a configuration register 110. 
Configuration register 110 further comprises a Receive CRC 
Configuration Bit 112. 
Network 102 is coupled to receive data de-serializer and 

CRC checker 116. Receive data de-Serializer and CRC 
checker 116 is coupled to receive FIFO write state machine 
114 and receive data FIFO 118. Receive FIFO write State 
machine 114 is coupled to receive data FIFO 118 to provide 
a Write Enable signal. Configuration register 110 is coupled 
to receive FIFO write state machine 114 to provide the 
Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112. Receive data FIFO 118 
is coupled to bus interface logic 106 to provide a Read 
Enable Signal, a plurality of data values, and a Frame End 
signal. Bus interface logic 106 is bidirectionally coupled to 
configuration register 110 and coupled to transmit logic and 
CRC generator 108. Transmit logic and CRC generator 108 
is coupled to network 102. Bus interface logic 106 is 
bidirectionally coupled to host bridge logic 120 via a system 
bus 126. Host bridge logic 120 is coupled to main processor 
122 and main memory 124 via a processor/memory bus. 

Operation of communication system 100 will Subse 
quently be provided in greater detail. 
AS previously mentioned, local area networks (LANs) 

allow a group of WorkStations to communicate with one 
another via one logical network. AS networks grow and more 
users are connected to a single LAN, multiple LANs may be 
required to meet the requirements of the additional users. 
However, inherent in this networking System is a require 
ment that all users be able to communicate with each other 
over the network, regardless of which LAN they are con 
nected to. For this reason, a bridge network is required to 
bridge or route frames of information from one LAN to 
another. 

During operation, Such a bridge network evaluates frames 
transferred by both LANs and determines which of data are 
destined for a user on a local LAN and which frames of data 
are destined for a user on the other LAN. When the data is 
to be communicated with a user on the other LAN, the 
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bridge network copies that information and Supplies it to the 
other LAN to provide it to the ultimate station to which it is 
addressed. When performing this forwarding operation, a 
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value is utilized to ensure 
that correct data is being forwarded between the LANs, and 
ultimately to the final user. 
AS previously mentioned, a CRC value generally com 

prises four bytes of data following an information field. This 
protocol is defined for many local area networks, Such as 
Ethernet, Token-Ring, and FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data 
Interface). The CRC value is basically a protection mecha 
nism which allows a LAN or a LAN adapter to determine 
when data in a frame of information being transmitted has 
been corrupted. During operation, when the CRC is copied 
from a first LAN to a second LAN as a frame of data is 
copied, that CRC value is used to check the data to make 
Sure that it has been transferred without corruption. 
Therefore, when a data message is transferred from a first 
LAN having a first LAN adapter to a second LAN having a 
Second LAN adapter, the data is transmitted in a frame, 
along with the CRC value, that ensures communications 
between two different LANs are Successful and correct. 
After the data and CRC value are passed from the local LAN 
to a destination LAN, the CRC value will be checked by the 
LAN adapter connected by the destination LAN. After the 
CRC value has been checked, the CRC value can be deleted. 
Therefore, software within the destination LAN should only 
be required to transfer the data portion to internal memory 
therein. 

Therefore, while Some Specific applications, like 
“bridges' that interconnect two LAN Segments require the 
CRC value to be provided, a majority of applications do not 
require this information. Furthermore, although it is not 
needed in many applications, existing LAN adapters copy 
four bytes of the CRC value into a host computer system's 
main memory for every frame received from the network to 
be able to correctly transfer data on those Situations that do 
require CRC value. Such prior art LAN adapters waste 
System bus and memory bandwidth. Additionally, the pro 
vision of CRC data into the host computer system's main 
memory also creates more overhead for device driver Soft 
ware controlling the communication System, Since the 
device driver Software must delete the CRC data before the 
frame is delivered to its application. 

Thus, the present invention provides a technique for 
optionally deleting the CRC data from a frame of informa 
tion as the frame is copied by a LAN adapter into a host 
computer System's main memory. Through the optional 
deletion of the CRC value, the present invention is designed 
to improve the LAN adapter's performance in applications 
where the CRC data is not needed, by eliminating unnec 
essary System buS and main memory transferS. Furthermore, 
overhead associated with the device driver Software con 
trolling a communication System which implements the 
present invention is reduced, as the device driver Software is 
not required to delete the four bytes of the CRC data before 
providing the data onward. 

The present invention implements a CRC configuration 
bit in a configuration register within the LAN adapter 
hardware. It should be known, however, that the LAN 
adapter may be implemented either in a discrete device, or 
as circuitry on a host bridge logic circuit, Such as host bridge 
logic circuit 120, main processor 122, or main memory 124. 
Device driver software within the LAN adapter configures 
the CRC configuration bit during an initialization Stage of 
operation prior to active use of the LAN and LAN adapter. 
The use of this configuration bit within communication 
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6 
system 100 of the present invention will subsequently be 
described in greater detail. 

Refer now to FIG. 2. During operation of communication 
system 100 of FIG. 2, main processor 122 executes device 
driver software to configure Receive CRC Configuration Bit 
112. The device driver software may be stored internally 
within main processor 122 or may be accessed from main 
memory 124 via the processor/memory bus. The data is 
transferred through host bridge logic circuit 120. It should be 
noted that host bridge logic 120 provides a bridging function 
between the processor/memory bus and system bus 126. 
Through the use of host bridge logic circuit 120, a function 
may be executed on both system bus 126 and the processor/ 
memory bus concurrently. Host bridge logic circuit 120 also 
transferS data from one bus to the other, when data needs to 
be transferred from a device on one side of host bridge logic 
circuit 120 to LAN adapter 104. In this operation, host 
bridge logic circuit 120 transferS a write command from 
main processor 122 to system bus 126. The write command 
is subsequently transferred from bus interface logic 106 to 
enable control register 110 to be written with Receive CRC 
Configuration Bit 112. A logic state of Receive CRC Con 
figuration Bit 112 is determined by the command issued by 
main processor 122. The StepS required to write modify a bit 
value within a configuration register is well-known to those 
with skill in the relevant data processing art and, therefore, 
will not be described in greater detail herein. 

After Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 has been writ 
ten to a logic value desired by an external user programming 
the device driver Software, LAN adapter 104 is capable of 
either copying or deleting the CRC value in all frames of 
data as it is copied by LAN adapter 104 into main memory 
124. 

It should be noted that LAN adapter 104 includes both 
receive logic 128 and transmit logic and CRC generator 108. 
Through the inclusion of both receive and transmit 
capabilities, LAN adapter 104 operates as a bus master on 
System buS 126 by reading data from and writing data to 
main memory 124 via host bridge logic circuit 120. As 
previously mentioned, LAN adapter 104 performs such 
transfer operations under the direction of device driver 
Software executing on main processor 122. LAN adapter 
104 transmits frames of information by reading data from 
buffers (not illustrated) in main memory 124, and, then, 
sending the data over network (LAN) 102 to other LAN 
adapters (not illustrated herein). Additionally, LAN adapter 
104 receives frames of information from other LAN adapt 
ers on network 102 and deposits this information into buffers 
in main memory 124. 
Assume that LAN adapter 104 is receiving information 

from other LAN adapters within network 102. As data is 
received from network 102, the data is serially provided to 
receive data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116. The receive 
data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116 forms the serial 
information transmitted thereto into multi-bit data values 
which may be transmitted in parallel to receive data FIFO 
118. It should be noted that in one embodiment of the present 
invention, receive data de-Serializer and CRC checker cir 
cuit 116 forms the serial information stream provided thereto 
into 32-bit units. However, it should be well-known to those 
with skill in the data processing art that the Serial data 
provided from network 102 may be placed within any 
number of units of parallel data. 
When thirty-two bits of data are available from receive 

data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116, receive FIFO write 
state machine 114 activates a Write Enable signal, which is 
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provided to receive data FIFO 118. Upon receipt of the Write 
Enable signal in a pre-determined logic State, receive data 
FIFO 118 stores the 32-bit data value in its internal FIFO 
(first in first out) queue, until it can be read by bus interface 
logic 106. Bus interface 106 will then provide the 32-bit data 
value to main memory 124 via system bus 126 and host 
bridge logic circuit 120. 
As a frame of information is received from network 102, 

receive data de-serializer and CRC checker 116 places the 
Serial data values into parallel data units. Additionally, 
receive data de-serializer and CRC checker 116 performs a 
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculation on a preselected 
portion of the data to determine whether the data was 
corrupted during the transmission operation. Receive data 
de-Serializer and CRC checker 116 performs this function by 
comparing a calculated CRC value to four bytes of a CRC 
value appended to the end of the frame by a transmitting 
LAN adapter within network 102. If the calculated CRC 
value and the CRC value received in the frame do not match, 
receive data de-serializer and CRC checker 116 provides a 
CRC error signal to receive FIFO write state machine 114. 
Receive FIFO write state machine 114 selectively provides 
the CRC error signal to indicate that a CRC error has been 
detected for a current frame being received. Receive data 
FIFO 118 subsequently provides a CRC error signal to bus 
interface logic 106 to notify the device driver software 
within main processor 122. Device driver software then 
performs an error compensation function which is well 
known in the data processing industry and, therefore, will 
not be described in greater detail herein. 

Furthermore, during operation, configuration register 110 
provides a Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 to receive 
FIFO write state machine 114. The Receive CRC Configu 
ration Bit 112 is used by receive FIFO write state machine 
114 to determine whether the CRC information received by 
receive data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116 should be 
copied into main memory 124 after a CRC check operation 
is performed. If the CRC value should not be copied into 
main memory 124, the CRC value will be discarded or 
omitted from the data that is moved into main memory 124. 
As previously mentioned, it should be noted when LAN 

adapter 104 is operating in a bridging mode, Receive CRC 
Configuration Bit 112 will be in a first preselected logic 
State. In Such a mode, CRC data is required to be transferred 
between network 102 and another LAN. In this mode of 
operation, the CRC value is copied along with the frame to 
the destination LAN to ensure that no errors have occurred 
in transmission of the information. Conversely, when 
Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 is in a second prese 
lected logic State, the LAN adapter is operating in a non 
bridging environment and CRC data does not need to be 
copied along with the frame Since the frame has already 
reached its final destination and the destination LAN adapter 
checks the integrity of the frame before copying the data into 
the destination computer's main memory. 

FIG. 3 provides a flow chart of the methodology imple 
mented by receive FIFO write state machine 114 to selec 
tively use Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 to provide 
CRC data only when required by an application receiving 
the data from LAN adapter 104. During operation, receive 
FIFO write state machine 114 continues to monitor receive 
data de-serializer and CRC checker 116. Additionally, 
receive FIFO write state machine 114 determines when 
32-bits of data have been provided from network 102 to 
receive data de-serializer and CRC checker 116 in a step 
202. If 32-bits of data are not available from network 102, 
a program flow returns to step 200. However, if 32-bits of 
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8 
data are available from network 102, receive FIFO write 
state machine 114 determines whether the 32-bits of data are 
the CRC data at the end of a frame in a step 204. Receive 
FIFO write state machine 114 receives three signals from 
receive data de-Serializer and CRC check 116. A first one of 
these signals indicates that another 32-bits of data have 
arrived from network 102. An “end of frame” signal is also 
provided to indicate the data currently available is the end of 
a frame. AS previously indicated, the CRC bytes are always 
at the end of the frame. Additionally, receive FIFO write 
state machine 114 receives a “CRC error” signal from 
receive data de-Serializer and CRC checker 116. The CRC 
error Signal indicates when a CRC error has been detected 
for a current frame. If the 32-bits of data is not the CRC data 
at the end of a frame, a Write Enable signal is asserted to 
enable receive data FIFO 118 to write the 32-bit data value 
therein in a step 214. A program flow Subsequently returns 
to step 200. 

However, if the data is the CRC data at the end of a frame, 
receive FIFO write state machine 114 evaluates the CRC 
error signal to determine whether the CRC check of the 
frame data was Successfully completed in a step 206. In a 
step 216, if the CRC check of the frame data did not 
complete successfully, receive FIFO write state machine 114 
provides three signals to receive data FIFO 118 to indicate 
that a CRC error has occurred and the frame was transmitted 
erroneously. These three signals include a “write enable” 
Signal, an “end of frame' signal, and a "CRC error Signal. 
The write enable signal causes 32 bits of data to be captured 
and receive data FIFO 118. The end of frame signal indicates 
to receive data FIFO 118 that all data for the current frame 
has been written thereto. Furthermore, the CRC error signal 
indicates to receive data FIFO 118 that a CRC error was 
detected for a current frame. 

After completion of the CRC check of the frame data in 
step 206, a step 208 is executed to determine whether 
Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 is in a predetermined 
logic State which enables copying of the CRC data. If yes, 
the write enable signal is asserted Such that receive data 
FIFO 118 stores the CRC data value therein in a step 210. 
However, if the configuration bit is not set to enable copying 
of CRC data, as the application does not require this 
information, the write enable signal provided by receive 
FIFO write state machine 114 is disabled. 

Subsequently, receive data FIFO 118 is signalled that the 
end of a frame has been reached in the Step 212 using the 
previously described end of frame signal. 
When receive data FIFO 118 receives confirmation from 

receive FIFO write state machine 114 that an entire frame 
has been received, receive data FIFO 118 records a FIFO 
position that Stores a last data value of the frame. 
Subsequently, when bus interface logic 106 reads a final 
frame data value from receive data FIFO 118, logic within 
receive data FIFO 118 signals an end of a frame of infor 
mation. BuS interface logic 106 maintains a count of a 
number of bytes of data read from receive data FIFO 118 for 
each frame of information. A total frame byte count is 
provided to the device driver software executing within 
main processor 122, Such that a record of the data placed in 
buffers (not illustrated in detail) in main memory 124 is 
established. If Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 is set to 
a predetermined logic level which indicates that the CRC 
value should be deleted from the frame information, a 
resulting byte count for data Stored in main memory 124 will 
be four bytes less than if the CRC value is copied into main 
memory 124 as the final four bytes of the frame. 

It should be noted that the optional deletion of the CRC 
value through the use of Receive CRC Configuration Bit 112 
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within configuration 110 is transparent to receive data FIFO 
118 and bus interface logic 106. 

Thus, the present invention provides a communication 
system and method of operation which allows for the 
Selective receipt of CRC data in a memory System coupled 
to a LAN adapter. This selectivity is determined through the 
use of a CRC configuration bit which determines whether 
the four-bytes of the CRC data are included at the end of the 
frame data received from a LAN adapter. Additionally, 
regardless of the Setting of the CRC configuration bit, the 
four-bytes of CRC data will always be used to check the 
integrity of the data in a frame of information. Thus, the 
CRC configuration bit only affects whether the four-bytes of 
CRC data will be transferred as part of the frame after the 
CRC check has been performed. By providing this ability, 
the functionality of the communication System is not 
Sacrificed, but a performance increase is obtained. 

Furthermore, the implementation of the invention pro 
Vided herein is provided by way of example only, however, 
and many other implementations may exist for executing the 
functions described herein. For example, the present inven 
tion could be applied to any communication protocol that 
defines a frame format including a CRC value at the end. 
Additionally, it should be noted that the present invention 
may be implemented in a variety of manners. For example, 
rather than having a hardware “state machine' that decides 
when to delete the CRC value, a network adapter could 
include a microprocessor and memory. Software running on 
the microprocessor could delete the CRC from the frame 
while it resides in the adapter's memory. The frame would 
then be transferred from the adapter's memory to the main 
memory of the host computer system with the CRC data 
deleted. Additionally, it should be noted that other alternate 
embodiments of the present invention also exist. 

While there have been described herein the principles of 
the invention, it is to be clearly understood to those skilled 
in the art that this description is made by way of example 
only and not as a limitation to the Scope of the invention. 
Accordingly, it is intended, by the appended claims, to cover 
all modifications of the invention which fall within the true 
Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A local area network adapter, comprising: 
input means for receiving a first plurality of information 

values, 
output means for Selectively transferring the first plurality 

of information values, 
a configuration register for Storing a configuration value, 

the configuration value being used to Selectively enable 
the output means to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values when the configuration 
value is in a first logic State; and 

a State machine coupled to the configuration register for 
receiving the configuration value and coupled to the 
input means for receiving an input control Signal, the 
State machine generating an output control signal in 
response to the configuration value and the input con 
trol Signal. 

2. The local area network adapter of claim 1, wherein the 
configuration value Selectively enables the output means to 
transfer each of the first plurality of information values when 
the configuration value is in a Second logic State. 

3. The local area network adapter of claim 1, wherein the 
State machine is coupled to the output means for providing 
the output control Signal, the output control Signal Selec 
tively enabling the output means to provide at least a portion 
of the first plurality of information values. 
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4. The local area network of claim 1 wherein the first 

plurality of information values, further comprises: 
a data value; and 
a cyclic redundancy check value. 
5. The local area network adapter of claim 4, wherein the 

configuration value Selectively enables the output means to 
transfer the data value and the cyclic redundancy check 
value when the configuration value is in a Second logic State. 

6. The local area network adapter of claim 1 wherein the 
input means, further comprises: 
means for performing a cyclic redundancy check 

function, wherein the means for performing the cyclic 
redundancy check function ensures that the plurality of 
information values were transferred to the input means 
correctly. 

7. The local area network adapter of claim 1 wherein the 
output means, further comprises: 

first-in, first-out Storage means for Storing at least a 
portion of the plurality of information values in a 
parallel format. 

8. A local area network adapter, comprising: 
input means for receiving a first plurality of information 

values, 
output means for Selectively transferring the first plurality 

of information values, 
a configuration register for Storing a configuration value, 

the configuration value being used to Selectively enable 
the output means to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values when the configuration 
value is in a first logic State, wherein the first plurality 
of information values further comprises: 
a data value; and 
a cyclic redundancy check value, 

wherein the configuration value Selectively enables the 
output means to refrain from transferring the cyclic 
redundancy check value when the configuration value 
is in the first logic State. 

9. A method of operating a local area network adapter, 
comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a first plurality of information values, 
Storing a configuration value in a register; 
Selectively enabling an output circuit to transfer a portion 

of the first plurality of information values when the 
configuration value is in a first logic State; 

generating an output control Signal in response to the 
configuration value and the input control Signal using a 
State machine; 

providing the output control signal to the output circuit; 
and 

Selectively enabling the output circuit to provide at least 
a portion of the first plurality of information values. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of: 
Selectively enabling the output circuit to transfer each of 

the first plurality of information values when the con 
figuration value is in a Second logic State. 

11. The method of claim 9 wherein the first plurality of 
information values further comprises a data value and a 
cyclic redundancy check value. 

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step 
of: 

Selectively enabling the output circuit to transfer the data 
value and the cyclic redundancy check value when the 
configuration value is in a Second logic State. 
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13. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of: 
performing a cyclic redundancy check function to ensure 

that the plurality of information values were transferred 
to the input means correctly. 

14. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of: 
Storing of at least a portion of the plurality of information 

values in a parallel format in a first-in, first-out Storage 
CS. 

15. A method of operating a local area network adapter, 
comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a first plurality of information values, 
Storing a configuration value in a register; 
Selectively enabling an output circuit to transfer a portion 

of the first plurality of information values when the 
configuration value is in a first logic State, 

wherein the first plurality of information values further 
comprises a data value and a cyclic redundancy check 
value; and 

Selectively enabling the output circuit to refrain from 
transferring the cyclic redundancy check value when 
the configuration value is in the first logic State. 

16. A communication System, comprising: 
a first local area network adapter, comprising: 

input means for receiving a first plurality of informa 
tion values, 

output means for Selectively transferring a Second 
plurality of information values, and 

a first configuration register for Storing a first configu 
ration value, the first configuration value enabling 
the output means to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values as the Second plural 
ity of information values when the first configuration 
value is in a first logic state; and 

a memory coupled to the output means for Storing the 
Second plurality of information values, wherein the first 
plurality of information values comprises a data value 
and a cyclic redundancy check value, wherein the 
portion of the first plurality of information values 
transferred as the Second plurality of information Val 
ues includes only the data value. 

17. The communication system of claim 16 wherein the 
first configuration value Selectively enables the output 
means to transfer the data value and the cyclic redundancy 
check value as the Second plurality of information values 
when the first configuration value is in a Second logic State. 

18. The communication system of claim 16, further com 
prising: 

a first data processing System for providing the first 
plurality of information values, wherein the first plu 
rality of information values comprises a first data value 
and a first cyclic redundancy check value. 

19. A first local area network adapter, comprising: 
input means for receiving a first plurality of information 

values, 
output means for Selectively transferring a Second plural 

ity of information values, 
a first configuration register for Storing a first configura 

tion value, the first configuration value enabling the 
output means to transfer a portion of the first plurality 
of information values as the Second plurality of infor 
mation values when the first configuration value is in a 
first logic State; and 

a memory coupled to the output means for Storing the 
Second plurality of information values, wherein the first 
plurality of information values comprises a data value 
and a cyclic redundancy check value; 
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12 
a first data processing System for providing the first 

plurality of information values, wherein the first plu 
rality of information values comprises a first data value 
and a first cyclic redundancy check value; and 

a bridge data processing System, comprising: 
a Second local area network adapter coupled to the first 

data processing System for receiving the first data 
value and the first cyclic redundancy check value, 
the Second local area network adapter comprising: 
a first cyclic redundancy check circuit for checking 

the first cyclic redundancy check value to ensure 
the first data value is transmitted correctly; 

a first bridge output circuit for Selectively transfer 
ring one or both of the first data value and the first 
cyclic redundancy check value; 

a Second configuration register for Storing a Second 
configuration value, the Second configuration 
value Selectively enabling the first bridge output 
circuit to transfer both the first data value and the 
first cyclic redundancy check value when the 
Second configuration value is in a Second logic 
State, and 

a third local area network adapter coupled to the bridge 
output circuit for receiving the first data value and 
the first cyclic redundancy check value, the third 
local area network adapter coupled to the first local 
area network adapter to Selectively provide the first 
data value and the first cyclic redundancy check 
value as the plurality of information values. 

20. The communication system of claim 19 wherein the 
output means of the first local area network adapter refrains 
from transferring the first cyclic redundancy check value 
when the first configuration value is in the first logic State. 

21. A method for generating a communication system, 
comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a first plurality of information values in a first 
local area network adapter; 

Storing a first configuration value in a first configuration 
register in the first local area network adapter; 

enabling an output means to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values as a Second plurality of 
information values when the first configuration value is 
in a first logic State, and Storing the Second plurality of 
information values in a memory, wherein the first 
plurality of information values comprises a data value 
and a cyclic redundancy check value, wherein the 
portion of the first plurality of information values 
transferred as the Second plurality of information Val 
ues includes only the data value. 

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step 
of: 

Selectively enabling the output means to transfer the data 
value and the cyclic redundancy check value as the 
second plurality of information values when the first 
configuration value is in a Second logic State. 

23. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 
of: 

providing the first plurality of information values from a 
first data processing System, wherein the first plurality 
of information values comprises a first data value and 
a first cyclic redundancy check value. 

24. A method for operating a communication System, 
comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a first plurality of information values in a first 
local area network adapter; 

Storing a first configuration value in a first configuration 
register in the first local area network adapter; 
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enabling an output means to transfer a portion of the first 
plurality of information values as a Second plurality of 
information values when the first configuration value is 
in a first logic State; 

Storing the Second plurality of information values in a 
memory, wherein the first plurality of information 
values comprises a data value and a cyclic redundancy 
check value; 

providing the first plurality of information values from a 
first data processing System, wherein the first plurality 
of information values comprises a first data value and 
a first cyclic redundancy check value; 

coupling a Second local area network adapter to the first 
data processing System to receive the first data value 
and the first cyclic redundancy check value; 

enabling a first cyclic redundancy check circuit in the 
Second local area network to check the first cyclic 
redundancy check value to ensure the first data value is 
transmitted correctly; 

selectively transferring one or both of the first data value 
and the first cyclic redundancy check value using a first 
bridge output circuit; 
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Storing a Second configuration value in a Second configu 

ration register; 
Selectively enabling the first bridge output circuit to 

transfer both the first data value and the first cyclic 
redundancy check value when the Second configuration 
value is in a Second logic State; 

coupling a third local area network adapter to the bridge 
output circuit to receive the first data value and the first 
cyclic redundancy check value; and 

Selectively enabling the third local area network adapter 
to provide the first data value and the first cyclic 
redundancy check value as the plurality of information 
values. 

25. The method of claim 24, further comprising the step 
of: 

refraining from transferring the first cyclic redundancy 
check value when the first configuration value is in the 
first logic State. 


